50th Anniversary Bertha Bassam Lecture Bibliography

This bibliography is a list of books by the 15 Bertha Bassam lecturers (1966–2015) held in the collections of the University of Toronto Libraries. Lecture titles and dates are included. Many books are from the Inforum collection – for those not in the Inforum collection, library names are specified. Some titles are in UTL offsite storage at Downsview, and may be requested through the catalogue.


**Bertha Bassam – Director of the Library School, 1951–1964**


**Horst Ernestus – Developing Library Service: A German Outlook (1969)**


**Frank Hogg – Current International Trends in Librarianship and Library Education (1972)**


**Lorna Marsden & Sherrill Cheda – Women and Management in Librarianship (1978)**


F. Wilfred Lancaster – Information Professionals in the Information Age (1982)


Lancaster, F. W. (1977). The dissemination of scientific and technical information: toward a paperless system. Champaign: University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science. 025.065 L244D (UTL at Downsview)


Lancaster, F. W. (1986). What is user friendly? Urbana, ILL: Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 025.078 C641 1986 (UTL at Downsview)


Lancaster, F.W. & Smith, L. C. (eds.). (1992). *Artificial intelligence and expert systems: will they change the library?* Urbana, ILL: Graduate School of Library and Information Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 025.078 C641 1990. (UTL at Downsview)


Lancaster, F. W. & Warner, A. *Intelligent technologies in library and information service applications.* Medford, N.J: Published for the American Society for Information Service and Technology by Information Today. 025.00285 L244I (UTL at Downsview)


*Additional titles by Mr. Lancaster can be found by a catalogue search for Author = F. Wilfrid Lancaster

**Edith Firth – Women in 18th Century Ontario (1984)**


Blaise Cronin – Innovation in Information Services (1987)

Cronin, B. (1978). *Catalogue non-users: Their characteristics and attitudes*. Belfast: the Queen’s University, Dept. of Library and Information Studies. 04983 (Media Commons Storage)


**Barbara Quint – The Last Librarians: End of a Millennium**


**Helena Aalto – Have Mega-Bookstores Become the Public’s Library? (1999)**


**Roch Carrier – Information is About Changing Life (2003)**


Publications by Mr. Carrier held by the University of Toronto Libraries are too numerous to list here. They can be found by a catalogue search for Author = Roch Carrier.

**David Weinberger – Knowledge at the End of the Information Age (2008)**


---

**David Carr – Cultural Institutions and Cultural Change (2011)**


---

The Bertha Bassam Lecture in Librarianship was established in 1966 by the Faculty’s Alumni Association to honour Dr. Bertha Bassam, Director of the Library School from 1951 to 1964. The lectures, which are open to the profession and members of the public, are delivered every three to four years by an outstanding individual, whose topic and experience are relevant to librarians and librarianship.
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